Cloud services based on datacenter networks are becoming very important. Optical networks are well suited to meet the demands set by the high volume of traffic between datacenters, given their high bandwidth and lowlatency characteristics. In such networks, path protection against network failures is generally ensured by providing a backup path to the same destination, which is link-disjoint to the primary path. This protection fails to protect against disasters covering an area which disrupts both primary and backup resources. Also, content/service protection is a fundamental problem in datacenter networks, as the failure of a single datacenter should not cause the disappearance of a specific content/service from the network. Content placement, routing and protection of paths and content are closely related to one another, so the interaction among these should be studied together. In this work, we propose an integrated ILP formulation to design an optical datacenter network, which solves all the above-mentioned problems simultaneously. We show that our disaster protection scheme exploiting anycasting provides more protection, but uses less capacity, than dedicated single-link protection. We also show that a reasonable number of datacenters and selective content replicas with intelligent network design can provide survivability to disasters while supporting user demands.
INTRODUCTION
Even though protection in optical mesh networks has been well studied, network survivability has mainly focused on single-link failure events. A few multi-failure studies have been conducted, focusing on dual-link failures. Protection against cascading and correlated multiple link/node failures is a topic that needs serious attention. Multiple failures generally occur due to natural disasters such as earthquake, hurricane, tsunami, tornado, etc. or human-made disasters such as weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and electromagnetic pulse (EMP) attacks [1] . Such disasters affect specific geographic areas; as a result, a set of collocated nodes and links go down simultaneously e.g., the 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan and the 2008 China Sichuan earthquake caused massive damage to telecom networks in large geographic areas. These events indicate that it is crucial to study disaster protection mechanisms for communication networks. In this work, we focus on the problem of assigning network resources to connection requests and placing heterogeneous contents in geo-diverse locations in datacenter networks for disaster protection.
Typically, datacenters host computing and storage resources, and the resources are served to customers through a network of datacenters, popularly referred to as the cloud. In such a network, heterogeneous (i.e., different) contents and/or services are replicated over multiple datacenters, so that a user request can be served by any datacenter that supports the specified content and/or service, to optimize availability and performance. Most popular web applications are served by such datacenter networks, while other forms of cloud computing include distributed grid computing [2] and some mission-critical applications with high bandwidth requirements. To meet the demands set by the high volume of traffic between datacenters, optical networks are ideally suited, given their high-bandwidth and low-latency characteristics. In this study, we consider a datacenter network with a fiber-optic backbone that provides circuit-switched paths for high-bandwidth connection requests.
Traditionally, network protection against single-link failures is ensured by providing a backup path to the same destination (i.e., datacenter), which is link-disjoint to the primary path. This scheme has been refined by the introduction of a backup datacenter [2] , thereby adding protection against failures of a single datacenter (destination node). However, this protection scheme fails to protect against disasters located in an area that contains both primary and backup resources (either network links or datacenters). Also, content/service protection is another fundamental problem in datacenter networks, as the failure of a single datacenter should not cause the disappearance of a specific content/service from the whole network. Thus, three problems, namely content/service placement, path protection, and content/service protection, should be addressed simultaneously. A Shared Risk Group (SRG) is defined as a set of nodes and links which might be affected simultaneously by a single disaster event. To provide disaster protection, primary and backup paths as well as multiple locations of content/services should be SRG-disjoint.
In this study, we propose a method to design datacenter networks while providing disaster survivability. Our formulation solves the following problems simultaneously: content/service placement (i.e., replication), as well as routing and disaster protection for both paths and content. Although previous work has investigated resiliency in optical datacenter networks [2] [3], none of them consider content/service placement or disaster survivability.
The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed model for resource assignment and content placement providing content and path protection from disaster in a datacenter network. Section 3 presents some illustrative examples and discusses the results. Section 4 concludes the study.
A MODEL FOR RESOURCE ASSIGNMENT AND CONTENT PLACEMENT IN A DATACENTER NETWORK
We consider a circuit-switched optical datacenter network. Optical cross-connects are assumed to be opaque as in practice today, so there is no wavelength-continuity constraint. We formally state the problem of assigning paths to high-bandwidth connections, content replica placement, and providing disaster protection for both paths and contents, and formulate the problem using an integer linear program (ILP) as shown below. Objective: 
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Tu.B3.5 Figure 3 shows the effect of number of content replicas on wavelength usage for shared and dedicated protection in NSFNet. Datacenter locations are 2, 5, 9, and 11. Note that, with a small increase in wavelength usage, number of replicas can be decreased significantly. Based on user demands, replicas are distributed through the network which allows flexibility to choose primary and backup datacenters. More replicas do not always provide more flexibility to choose a shorter path, but more replicas mean more usage of storage resources. Table 2 shows the effect of number of datacenters on wavelength usage in shared protection with unconstrained number of replicas in NSFNet. The number of wavelengths reduces significantly as the number of datacenters increases, but after a certain value, increasing the number of datacenters does not help much to reduce wavelength utilization. Thus a reasonable number of datacenters with intelligent network design can provide survivability to disasters while supporting user demands. Our model can help network designers to decide on the number of datacenters and replicas that would achieve optimal performance. This result also shows that survivability to disasters does not require having many datacenters. 
CONCLUSION
We presented a model to design optical datacenter networks. Our formulation supports contents with different characteristics and provides survivability to both paths and content from disasters. We found that disaster protection scheme provides more protection, but uses fewer wavelengths than dedicated single-link protection.
We also showed that a reasonable number of datacenters and content replicas with intelligent network design can provide survivability to disasters while supporting user demands.
